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IN!type! stage!! control! lhx3'&!lhx4'MOs!
V2a!! 24!hpf! 1.0!+!0.1;!n=5!embryos! 0.9!+!0.2;!n=15!embryos!
V2b! 24!hpf! 1.0!+!0.2;!n=6!embryos! 1.0!+!0.2;!n=10!embryos!
VeLD! 20!hpf! 1.0!+!0.3;!n=7!embryos! 0.9!+!0.3;!n=10!embryos!
KA’! 28!hpf! 3.8!+!1.4;!n=8!embryos! *1.3!+!0.7;!n=17!embryos!






























































Control!28!hpf!n=110!segments!(11!embryos)! 98.2%! 0%! 100%!
lhx3!MO!28!hpf!n=186!segments!(22!embryos)! 83.3%! 2.7%! 97.3%!
lhx4!MO!28!hpf!n=225!segments!(28!embryos)! 93.3%! 4.9%! 95.6%!
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MO  effect   concentration
SB1  no knockdown  -
SB2  partial knockdown 500µM
SB3  mis-spliced product 500µM
SB1+SB2 partial knockdown 300µM
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TranslationHblocking!MOs!do!not!currently!exist!for!this!gene,!so!the!option!of!fully!eliminating!Inab!protein!with!MOs!cannot!be!pursued!at!this!time.!No!complete!knockdown!of!inab!has!been!done!in!either!fish!or!frog!models,!so!it!is!difficult!to!infer!what!a!complete!lossHofHfunction!phenotype!would!be.!! Secondly,!the!situation!may!be!more!complicated!due!to!the!potential!presence!of!inaa,!the!inab!paralog.!Nothing!is!known!about!this!gene!other!than!its!sequence.!Depending!on!its!expression!pattern,!inaa!could!be!acting!with!inab!during!the!outgrowth!of!PMN!axons.!If!inab!and!inaa!are!acting!redundantly,!it!may!be!necessary!to!knock!them!both!down!in!order!to!see!a!full!phenotype.!If!the!functions!of!inaa!and!inab!have!diverged,!the!possibility!exists!that!both!are!acting!on!CaP!axon!outgrowth!in!different!ways,!and!eliminating!both!proteins!would!produce!a!more!severe!phenotype.!! Finally,!it!is!possible!that!the!inab!missplicing!phenotype!is!subtle!but!complete.!Mouse!models!lacking!ina!show!no!requirement!for!the!gene!in!either!the!overall!development!of!the!nervous!system!or!the!radial!growth!of!axons!(Levavasseur!et!al.,!1999).!This!indicates!that!inab!may!not!be!necessary!for!directed!axon!outgrowth!of!spinal!neurons.!Interestingly,!overexpression!of!ina!causes!both!abnormal!filamentous!accumulations!in!cerebellar!neuron!axons!and!related!motor!coordination!deficits!(Ching!et!al.,!1999).!Although!the!motor!coordination!in!zebrafish!lacking!inab3has!not!been!investigated,!it!is!worth!noting!that!gainHofHfunction!of!ina,!rather!than!lossHofHfunction,!creates!this!motor!phenotype!in!another!vertebrate.!Additionally,!a!mouse!model!of!a!hereditary!neuropathy!exhibits!a!related!phenotype!in!that!ina!is!abnormally!accumulated!in!MN!axons,!causing!swelling!(Tseng!et!al.,!2008).!This!misregulation!in!the!MN!axons!could!be!related!to!the!branching!phenotype!I!observed!in!zebrafish!MN!axons.!! These!results!H!even!if!the!phenotype!is!subtle!or!incomplete!H!are!motivating!because!they!are!the!first!demonstration!of!a!role!for!inab!in!spinal!MNs.!Further!research!will!be!necessary!to!fully!resolve!the!function!of!inab,!and!possibly!inaa,!in!the!zebrafish!spinal!cord.!It!is!hard!to!imagine!that!this!intermediate!filament!with!such!specific!expression!is!not!involved!in!the!axonal!development!of!CaP!and!VeLD!neurons.!
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